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The bond between dogs and humans is something that has existed for millennia. We’ve heard 

many stories about dogs trying to protect their masters from danger, or dogs helping their 

masters herding sheep and other animals, or dogs leading their masters through the trail of a 

hunted beast or a runaway criminal. Humans have many uses for dogs other than as a pet, 

which is why they’re the ones earning the title “man’s best friend” and not cats, parrots or 

hamsters. 

GTA V gives us an example of this bond between dogs and humans. Here, roaming through the 

rough streets of Los Santos, we can find Chop, a large (bordering to fat) male Rottweiler, and 

his master Franklin: a guy with ambition to rise higher in the criminal underworld.  

The relationship between Chop and Franklin is not something that’s much discussed in the 

game. Chop makes an appearance in a few missions, most of which involve him hunting 

someone at Franklin’s order, and outside missions Chop can act as a sidekick whenever Franklin 

goes out for a casual law-breaking afternoon. But other than these, there’s so much we don’t 

know about this dog. 

But we’re not completely lost. We know that Chop is very loyal to Franklin, even though 

originally he’s not Chop’s owner — it’s his best friend Lamar. We also know that Franklin often 

takes care of Chop when Lamar is not around (which seems to be almost all the time), which 

might explain why this dog is very obedient to him. And we know that eventually Lamar 

must’ve given Chop to Franklin, because when Franklin moves to Vinewood Hills Chop goes 

with him and becomes his only housemate in that huge mansion. 

To Franklin, Chop is more than just a dog — he’s his companion. At the beginning of the game 

Franklin is a man who’s not satisfied with the life of petty crimes he’s leading. He feels that 
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there’s more to life than mere drug-dealing and vehicle repossession. But the people around 

him, including his friend Lamar, can’t understand why he wants to be a bigger criminal when he 

can still get good money from petty crimes. Which is why, as the game progresses, Franklin 

spends less and less time with these people and more with Michael and Trevor, who do 

understand him. But Chop is different. 

Unlike everyone else, Chop doesn’t question Franklin’s ambition. Dogs never do. All he knows 

is, whenever Franklin needs him — be it to hunt a revenge-driven lunatic or to accompany him 

into another gang’s territory — Chop will be there with him, sticking his tongue out and 

radiating pure eagerness. And if anyone shoots at Franklin, Chop doesn’t give a damn if they’re 

cops, other gang-bangers or sweet old ladies — Chop will maul them to death even if he has to 

lose his life in the process. 

That’s a dog’s loyalty for you. Human’s loyalty is often hindered by their own “me”-ness — 

what’s in it for me, what will happen to me if I help you, and so on. But a dog’s loyalty is 

straightforward because dogs aren’t bothered with what’s-in-it-for-me stuffs. All they know is, 

if their master whistles, they will come running to his side. It’s something that has been 

programmed in their genes ever since our ancestors picked up wolves and bred them into what 

they are now. Humans made dogs out of wolves and in return dogs remain loyal to humans. 

Beside hunting runaways and protecting him in gunfights, Chop also gives Franklin something 

else: the comfort of companionship. When Franklin doesn’t have any mission and doesn’t feel 

like extorting money from random pedestrians, he can choose to spend his time playing with 

Chop. Player can do this both in the main game and in the supplementary iFruit app. Franklin 

can feed him, water him and play fetch with him. He can train him to sit, beg, shake hand and 

sniff out treasures. He can even take him for a walk to the nearest beach, where Chop can (in 

the main game) hunt for hidden packages and (in iFruit app) rip off women’s bikinis. Whenever 

Franklin is bored, Chop is there, waiting for him to throw the damn ball so he can fetch it back. 

But companionship works in two ways — Chop is there when Franklin needs him, but in return 

Franklin has to be there when Chop needs him. He might come back home one day after a long 
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day of missions, he might be as tired as a corpse. But before he can rest, Chop still needs him to 

clean — as Franklin delicately puts it — “that steaming pile of shit” next to his doghouse. This 

pile of shit appears both in the main game and in the iFruit app. But if in the latter Franklin can 

clean this mess by throwing it into the garbage can, he can’t seem to do anything with the one 

in the main game. All he can do is complain whenever he visits Chop’s doghouse and promises 

himself he’ll train Chop “to use the john” one of these days — which he never does. It just goes 

to say, when you have a dog it’s not all about playing fetch and biting people; you have to deal 

with the occasional steaming pile of shit too. 

Los Santos is a dog-eats-dog world: a place where people will do anything if it means they can 

get what they want. And through all these, Franklin walks the streets trying to make a name in 

the criminal underworld. In the process he makes many enemies, including those who 

previously were his allies. It’s a difficult life — but at the very least he knows that there’s still 

one dog that will always stay by his side. Chop is always there to protect his master. 
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